
The 8 Point Star St. Patrick’s Flag of the Dutch German Kings, i.e. Germanic, Basque, part of my lineage I
abolish the flag in all gratitude In those days for the Kings,  and what it represented in a dualistic world
of consciousness. However through my Universal Natural Flag Ship Crystos-Lyran Angelic Huemanity and
do no harm shall supersede now as of today 10/02/2021-2085, going out of the time experiment clock
matrix upon Earth consciousness and its expanding lands hidden beyond the ice walls, for the transition
to Tara 5d, and upcoming Gaia 7d and beyond into the outer limits with no time lapse spiral
manipulation nor implants in the conscious body mind or godhead souls as one Atma communication
above to below. YOU!

The Flag above Red Cross can be used from time to time if necessary with Command with Approval by
King Arthur I, myself, since King Albert Fredrick Arthur George is in the flag, Contact me if you use.
However, the good Military, Army and Space Command is using it for the final cleanup on Earth, that will
finalize in a rapid transition once the abundance it set forth and all fraud legal Fictional Gov Corporate
along with forces unseen and seen, are taken out at least a good percentage and stock market,
worldwide starting centrally, and other negative entities.  The time is now! Not later to transition, do
with love and above, abundantly. This means, all wealth energies, possessions within stolen, and
exchange back to Womb/Man-Kind that survived the phantom matrix and chose to stay here and help
recover (heal)





What was b



Before the flood, we don’t need to do this anymore at we are one Atlantis and
Lemuria no more wars!



After the flood, we don’t need to do this anymore at we are one Atlantis and
Lemuria no more wars!







No more Georges, Earnest Augustus 1-6 that was hijacked from this flag that  changed everything and
hidden after King William 4th died 1837, male dominant Flag, but was hidden about 200 years now,
and taken after Queen Victoria and Elizabeth 2nd, used it to war against all huemanity as slaves and
food, etc..

As stated above can be used time to time for Peace, instead of war, it is out in the open now, being
used to take the Phantom matrix negative out with the positive aspects of the Flag Representation
abundance and off planet items and the of the return of Eden, Milk and Honey. Like you got it Babe!



Consciousness, were at the end of the spiral, going Galactic again.
Dark to light. However different.



Atma - your higher self, communication above. Light, the perfect YOU!











Questionable Map



Sword and Trinity (Truth)



1. Legend of King Arthur, Yeshua Twin Brother

2. Ascension Glossary ….look it up, anything…

3. Time tables of negative events 20 million years on the ascension glossary

4. Return of Galactic Angelic – Huemanity

5. Gematrai Hacked number codes and the Anunaki recreation of Gamma to
DNA to Hue-mans, to Pan-E.T. to Space Cosmo, Star Eternity, Space Force
Commanders, other types of Beings without consciousness.

6. Return to Source

7. Expanded Flat Earth hidden and Matrix of Higher Dimensional vibrations.

8. Central Source Galaxy Sun and the Second Coming Son/Sun of Yeshua, and
King Arthur I, II, reversal of magnetism, Son/Sun of Consciousness rising in the
West.

9. 3 Sun Reflectors in Las Vegas Solar plantation and 3 ground Reflectors
keeping the earth in light, because were living in darkness since the dark energy



black Sat-urn, Sun died out, when Rainbow years back and in Central Earth
Nucleus of Mother-Mary-Sofia, Anointment of Michael-Christos, with King
Arthur I,II, , Yeshua Twin Brother Returned living embodied within myself,
incarnated for this event  occurring now after approx. 20 million years, Also
others of the 144,144 light beings, and 352 dimensions are here for this
transition, to act upon this highest greater good for the shift in their angelic
bodies and God-heads. 2012 Mayan matrix calendar ended. Amaya name is
Atlantians, Payan can be typed 20 or more ways, which is also Basque, cradle of
civilization after Noah era flood and freeze, but in (Mu) le-mu-rian, pacific Ring
of Fire, were all as One.

10. No need for future Presidents, as we most all have Crowns, to heal, says on
the Bond Slavery live Birth Certificate on Mine. We are Kings and Queens down
here [hidden In Good to be King Book on amazon] and was taken over by 9 d
entities and others. Your lives.  Does the entity after trump have a Crown of
consciousness you may ask? Or here to help with the Quantum Financial
Artificial Intelligence. Or come back from the future to help transition with the
5.5 d. and higher, returning all benevolently? Or more agenda hack into Creator
Source Omni Universe? So do your own research lots on Instagram as you will
be seeing in next pages.

See next page.





10. Nibiru, Nubian, Anunaki angelic gods binary, protectors of positive and
negative from dwarf plan-e.t. makemake, planet maker, solar system Implant
Removal of the negative false ma-trix, ma=mother of creation, gamma to dna,
hue-wo/man, planet earth, naval, to magical, outer galactic, silicate, crystalline,
consciousness pineal gland/heart, Maji King, holy grail arch Christos, of creation,
and fairies, supreme prime creator crexlan-dragons, and others. Separation of
law of one. Number 7 of creation. King Arthur I, II, with 117 numbers of us
reincarnated and one feminine 117 match, closely related from Ireland. Soon to
be mentioned.

12. Hue-man-i-tarian unconditional love and above in the now.









King Arthur I, Daryl Arthur Payan I.
Oak


